Abstract. There is little analytical theory for the behavior of solutions of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation in two spatial dimensions over long times. We study the case in which the spatial domain is a twodimensional torus. In this case, the linearized behavior depends on the size of the torus -in particular, for different sizes of the domain, there are different numbers of linearly growing modes. We prove that small solutions exist for all time if there are no linearly growing modes, proving also in this case that the radius of analyticity of solutions grows linearly in time. In the general case (i.e., in the presence of a finite number of growing modes), we make estimates for how the radius of analyticity of solutions changes in time.
Introduction
In n spatial dimensions, the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation is (1) φ t + 1 2 |∇φ| 2 = −∆ 2 φ − ∆φ.
In the case n = 1, we introduce u = φ x and differentiate (1), finding the equation
The differentiated form (2) is also referred to as the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation. Solutions of the initial value problem for (2) have been shown to exist for all times [22] , and stability of u = 0 has also been demonstrated [10] , [16] . A fundamental difficulty in the study of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation is the lack of a maximum principle, because of the presence of the fourth derivative term on the right-hand side of (1) or (2) . In the one-dimensional case, however, (2) allows conservation of the L 2 norm, and this has proved quite useful in previous studies. In two spatial dimension, this conservation property is not present, and much less progress has been made.
We may state the 2D Kuramoto-Sivashinksy equation in its differentiated form, letting u = φ x and v = φ y . This leads to the following system, which we call 2DKS in the sequel: (3) u t + uu x + vv x = −∆ 2 u − ∆u,
We supplement this with initial conditions:
It is easy to see that if the initial data is a gradient, then so is the solution, at least for strong solutions, but this condition is not always needed in the analysis. We will sometimes write the equations for (u, v) as above in (3), (4), but we may also write them in a vector form. We let u = (u, v), and then we have the following equivalent version of the evolution equations:
where we have used the fact that u is a curl free to write the nonlinearity as (∇|u| 2 )/2 = u · ∇u.
In two dimensions, Molinet considered a modification of the KuramotoSivashinsky equation, known as the Burgers-Sivashinsky model (BurgersSivashinsky was also considered by Goodman [10] ). Unlike KuramotoSivashinsky, the Burgers-Sivashinsky model admits a maximum principle, and Molinet leverages this to find global existence of small solutions [14] . For 2DKS, Sell and Taboada proved global existence of solutions in the case of a thin domain [20] ; more recent work on 2DKS in thin domains is [3] , [15] .
In the present work, we provide global existence theorems for small data in the case of a domain that is not thin, but that satisfies a size condition (the periods must be less than 2π); as long as the domain admits no growing mode for the linear part of the evolution, we prove that for initial data small either in the Wiener algebra or in L 2 , the solution exists for all time. For the result in the Wiener algebra, an automatic consequence is that solutions are analytic at all positive times, with the radius of analyticity growing linearly in time. In the one-dimensional case, significant work has been done on tracking how the behavior of solutions depends upon the size of the domain, such as by Giacomelli and Otto [9] ; we do not provide such a detailed description of dependence on domain size, but instead only draw the distinction as to whether linearly growing modes are present or not.
In the general case (not restricting the size of the domain, and thus allowing linearly growing modes to be present), we again prove results both for data in the Wiener algebra and in L 2 . For general L 2 data (not necessarily small) in such a general domain, we prove that solutions become analytic at positive times, as long as they exists, and provide a lower bound on the size of the radius of analyticity. Our bound initially grows like t 1/4 , and then decays exponentially on the interval of time where the solution exists. In this paper, we do not directly exploit a Fourier representation of the solution, as in the seminal work of Foias and Temam on the Navier-Stokes equation [8] . Rather, we adapt the approach of Grujić and Kukavica [11] , which is based on a suitable regularization of the equations, bounds on mild and strong solutions, and a version of Montel's Theorem for normal families in several complex variables. The advantage of this approach is that it is directly applicable to treat analyticity with data in L p , p = 2, though we do not pursue existence in L p in this work.
There are several works in the literature using the Wiener algebra to explore analyticity of solutions to non-linear PDEs, especially in the context of fluid mechanics. Indeed, the radius of analyticity can be linked to the decay of the power spectrum for the solution [4] , which in turn gives rigorous bounds on the turbulent dissipation scale [6] The Wiener algebra approach is especially useful to derive estimates on the growth of Gevrey norms (we refer in particular to the work of Oliver and Titi [17, 18] ).
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we prove existence of small solutions for all time with data in the Wiener algebra in the case that there are no linearly growing modes. In Section 3, we treat the general case for data in the Wiener algebra, proving short-time existence. These results in the Wiener algebra automatically provide a lower bound on the radius of analyticity of solutions. In Section 4 we prove a short-time existence theorem for initial data in L 2 , with or without growing modes and for any size data. In Section 5 we further establish that without growing modes and for small L 2 data, these solutions exist for all time. In Section 6, returning to the general case with L 2 data, we establish a lower bound for the radius of analyticity.
Making a straightforward computation, we arrive at the Duhamel representation of the solution to (3), (4), (6):
We thus introduce an operator, T , given by the right-hand sides of these equations:
We will look for solutions of 2DKS by finding fixed points of the operator T .
Function spaces.
We consider the torus
On such a torus, a function f can be expressed in terms of its Fourier series as follows:
Here, we have denote k = (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ Z 2 . We have denoted the Fourier coefficients of f asf (k), but in the sequel we may also denote them as F(f )(k). On this torus, we have the following symbols for the operators ∂ x and ∂ y :
We mention also that the symbol of ∆ 2 + ∆ is given by
We introduce some notation: we let σ(k) denote the right-hand side of (9). In the current section, we are studying the case in which the linear operator of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation, which is −∆ 2 − ∆, yields no growing modes. We see from (9) that this means we set the conditions L 1 ∈ (0, 2π) and L 2 ∈ (0, 2π). With these conditions satisfied, we have
We introduce function spaces based on the Wiener algebra. For any ρ ≥ 0, we define B ρ to be a set of functions from T 2 to R as follows:
with the norm defined by
Note that if ρ = 0, then we are requiringf ∈ ℓ 1 , and so the space B 0 is exactly the Wiener algebra. We next define a version of these spaces for functions which also depend on time. Let α > 0; define B α to be the set of functions continuous from [0, ∞) to B 0 , such that for all such f : R × [0, ∞) → R we have
Notice that for any α > 0, if f ∈ B α , then for all t > 0, we have that f (·, t) is analytic, but f (·, 0) need not be analytic (it is only in the Wiener algebra). Furthermore, it is well-known that the Wiener algebra is a Banach algebra (hence the name), and the spaces B α inherit this property. To see the algebra property, first note that B ρ is a Banach algebra, and this can be seen from the following:
Summing in k, we see that |f g| ρ ≤ |f | ρ |g| ρ . The same considerations, and some elementary manipulations of the supremum, imply that if f ∈ B α and g ∈ B α , we have f g α ≤ f α g α .
Operator estimates.
We now restrict to a specific range of values for α. As we have remarked above, the restrictions L 1 ∈ (0, 2π) and L 2 ∈ (0, 2π) imply that σ(k) > 0 for all k ∈ Z 2 \ {0}. Clearly, then, we also have σ(k)/|k| > 0, for all k ∈ Z 2 . Furthermore, as |k| → ∞, we have σ(k)/|k| → ∞. We introduce some notation, and we conclude the following:
We require α ∈ (0, A). We introduce the linear operators I 1 and I 2 , defined through their symbols as
Clearly these are nearly the same operator; I 1 involves a differentiation with respect to x, and I 2 instead involves a differentiation with respect to y. We will show that these are bounded operators on B α , but we will only include the details for I 1 .
To begin, we let h ∈ B α , and we have the definition of the norm of I 1 h,
Notice that there is no contribution to the sum when k = 0, since in that case we also have k 1 = 0. We use this observation and the triangle inequality to arrive at
We manipulate factors of exponentials, and we rearrange using supremum inequalities:
(10)
As long as the final quantity in parentheses is finite, we have therefore demonstrated that I 1 is a bounded linear operator on B α . Therefore, we check that this quantity is finite. We rearrange factors and evaluate the resulting integral:
We simplify this, we bound k 1 by k, and we bound σ(k)/|k| by A :
We have proven that I 1 is a bounded linear operator on B α . The same is true of I 2 .
2.3. Contraction mapping. We rewrite our operator T using the notations I 1 and I 2 :
. Lemma 1. Let f ∈ B 0 be given, and let α ∈ A be given. Then e −t(∆ 2 +∆) f ∈ B α .
Proof. We estimate the norm of e −t(∆ 2 +∆) f as follows:
We will show that if u 0 and v 0 are sufficiently small in B 0 , then T is a contraction in a ball in B α . We define the ball now, but we leave the radius to be determined. For r > 0, we define X r to be
So, this is the open ball centered at (e −t(∆ 2 +∆) u 0 , e −t(∆ 2 +∆) v 0 ), with radius r, in B α × B α . We let r 1 denote an upper bound on the size of u 0 and v 0 in B 0 :
Note that we then have a bound on the size of any element of X r : for all (f, g) ∈ X r , (12) (f, g) Bα ×Bα < r + r 1 .
We next wish to show that T maps X r to X r , at least when r and r 1 are sufficiently small. Let (f, g) ∈ X r . We compute the distance from T (f, g) to the center of the ball:
Since we have demonstrated that I 1 and I 2 are bounded linear operators, and since B α is a Banach algebra, this can be bounded as follows:
Using (12), we then have
We want the right-hand side of (13) to be less than r.
Next we establish our contracting property. Let (f 1 , g 1 ) ∈ X r and (f 2 , g 2 ) ∈ X r . Then, we compute the norm of the difference, after applying T :
Bα . We use factoring, the triangle inequality, and (12), to bound this:
Thus, for the contracting property, we require (14) (
If we take r 1 = 1 3( I 1 + I 2 )+1 and r = 2r 1 , then the right-hand side of (13) is indeed less than r, and (14) is also satisfied. We have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let A be as above, and let
, and let X r be as above. Then there exists (u, v) ∈ X r ⊆ B α × B α such that (u, v) is a solution of (7), (8) . The solution (u, v) is unique in X r .
Remark 3. Since the solution is in B α × B α , we automatically know that the solution exists for all t ∈ [0, ∞) and is analytic at all positive times, with the radius of analyticity growing linearly in time.
3. The general case: Short-time existence for small data in the Wiener algebra
We now let the parameters L 1 and L 2 be arbitrary positive numbers; in this general case, we are unable to prove a global existence theorem, even for small data, as in the previous section. Instead, we let T > 0, and we will prove that sufficiently small solutions exist on the interval [0, T ], and that on this time interval, as before, the radius of analyticity of these solutions will grow linearly in time. In fact, this linear growth rate can be taken to be arbitrarily large; for larger values of the parameter, α, measuring the growth rate of the radius of analyticity, and for larger values of the time horizon, T, the amplitude of our solutions must be taken to be smaller.
The details of the proof in the current section are similar to the proof of Theorem 2, so we do not reproduce every detail. Instead, we will focus on the differences with the previous proof. The first difference is in the definition of the function space. Let α > 0 and T > 0 be given. We define
where the norm is defined by
Just as the space B α was a Banach algebra, so is B α,T , with the estimate
Next, we need a version of Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. Let α > 0 and T > 0 be given, and let f ∈ B 0 be given. Then
Proof. We begin by writing the norm of e −t(∆ 2 +∆) f as follows:
We decompose Z 2 \ {0} as the union of the two disjoint sets Ω 1 and Ω 2 , where these are defined as
We note that because of the nature of the symbol σ, the set Ω 1 is finite (possibly empty), and the set Ω 2 is infinite. We thus continue our estimate by breaking the sum on the right-hand side of (15) into sums over Ω 1 and Ω 2 :
We manipulate each of these two sums:
Since Ω 1 is a finite set, the quantity sup
is finite. The conclusion of the lemma now follows.
We next need the operator estimates for I 1 and I 2 . Since these are extremely similar operators, we will provide details only for I 1 . We follow the argument of Section 2.2 through (10), finding the following: (16)
We thus must verify that the quantity in parentheses on the right-hand side of (16) is finite. We consider the cases k ∈ Ω 1 and k ∈ Ω 2 separately. Since t ∈ [0, T ] and since Ω 1 is a finite set, we clearly have
For k ∈ Ω 2 , we proceed instead as in Section 2.2, by evaluating the integral:
For k ∈ Ω 2 , we have σ(k) − α|k| > 0, so we can bound this as (17) sup
From the definition of the symbol σ, we can see now that the quantity on the right-hand side of (17) is finite. This completes the proof that I 1 is a bounded operator from B α,T to itself. For some r > 0, and for u 0 ∈ B 0 and v 0 ∈ B 0 , we then must define the ballX r to bẽ
Then, the proof from Section 2.3 may be carried out identically, to prove the following theorem:
, and letX r be as above. Then there exists (u, v) ∈X r ⊆ B α,T × B α,T such that (u, v) is a solution of (7), (8) . The solution (u, v) is unique inX r .
Remark 6. As in Remark 3, we see from the definition of the spaces B α,T that these solutions need not be analytic initially, but become analytic at any positive time, and the radius of analyticity grows like αt. Moreover, this linear growth rate, α, can be made arbitrarily large, with the caveat that for larger α, the amplitude threshold r must be taken smaller.
Finally, we further remark that the proof of this section goes through with few changes to provide the analagous theorem on the domain R 2 . To state the theorem, we must introduce the appropriate function spaces. Define the Wiener algebra on R 2 to be the set of functions f : R 2 → R with integrable Fourier transform:
We will repeat the previous notation for the norm in this space, denoting
Given α > 0 and T > 0, we defineB α,T in the corresponding way:
where the norm is defined as
Then, the analogous lemma to Lemma 4 holds. We may thus define the ball X r , for some u 0 ∈B 0 , v 0 ∈B 0 , and r > 0 :
The definitions of I 1 and I 2 need not be changed, as long as k is now understood to be the continuous Fourier variable. The proof that I 1 and I 2 are bounded operators onB α,T is entirely similar to the previous calculation of the present section. Again, the proof of Section 2.3 may be carried out identically, to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7. Let α > 0 and T > 0 be given. Let u 0 ∈B 0 and v 0 ∈B 0 be such that
, and letX r be as above. Then there exists (u, v) ∈X r ⊆B α,T ×B α,T such that (u, v) is a solution of (7), (8) . The solution (u, v) is unique inX r .
Remark 6 applies in this case as well.
The general case: Short-time existence for large data
In this section, we present a proof of short-time existence for large data in L 2 (T 2 ) when growing modes are present. That is, in this section L 1 and L 2 can take any value in (0, ∞). We include a proof of this result for completeness. In fact, short-time existence in Gevrey spaces of the solution in the whole space were obtained in [5] .
We employ the same mild formulation used for data in the Wiener algebra and again a contraction mapping argument. Because of the presence of growing modes, it does not follow directly from this proof that global existence holds for sufficiently small data in L 2 (T 2 ). We also choose to work with L 2 and L 2 -based Sobolev spaces H s (T 2 ) = W s,2 (T 2 ), s ∈ R, so as to use elementary Fourier analysis and not to obscure the proof with technical details, but a similar result is expected to hold in L p (T 2 ), 1 < p < ∞. However, a Littlewood-Paley characterization of L p and W s,p is needed in this case.
Using (7) and (8), and setting
we again write the 2DKS as a fixed point equation:
where, for convenience we have introduced the notation u(t)(x, y) := u(x, y, t) and the operator
Again for convenience, we set k := 2π
With slight abuse of notation, we write f ( k) for f (k), and similarly σ( k) for σ(k), where σ is given in (9) . By Plancherel's formula, the norm in H s (T 2 ) can then be expressed as:
. Since we consider data and solutions with finite energy, it will be convenient to work with the norm in homogeneous Sobolev spacesḢ s (T 2 ), defined by:
Our main result in this section is the following Theorem.
In addition, for all t ∈ (0, T ), the solution satisfies u(t) ∈ H s , for all 0 ≤ s < 5/3, and also satisfies:
In what follows, unless otherwise noted, C denotes a generic constant that may depend on indices, such as s, and L 1 , L 2 , but not on u, t, or k.
Operator estimates.
We estimate the operator norm of the semigroup e −tL , t ≥ 0, in H s and its smoothing properties for t > 0. We define the operator e −tL , as before, simply by:
whenever this expression is well defined, where F denotes the Fourier Transform on T 2 . We observe that e −tL is strongly continuous in any Sobolev space H s . Given L 1 , L 2 , there is a finite number of (distinct) frequencies
In fact, σ( k) ≤ 0 corresponds to the parabolic region κ 2 − κ ≤ 0, where κ = | k| 2 . Therefore, σ( k) ≥ −1/4, and its minimum occurs at the frequency k j such that | k| 2 is closest to 1/2, which we will henceforth denote by k 0 and which depends only on L 1 and L 2 .
We therefore immediately have:
We will need also smoothing estimates of the semigroup for t > 0. We temporarily fix two numbers s, r ∈ R, r < s. Using again the Plancherel formula gives:
r . Therefore, it is enough to estimate the first factor on the right. An elementary calculation gives:
from which it follows, setting κ = t 1/2 | k| 2 :
Therefore, we obtain the following estimate:
We will also need to estimate the action e −tL from L 1 to L 2 to bound the non-linear term. This is more easily done in the context of the Wiener algebra, using the algebra structure. Here, instead, we use that the Fourier transform is well behaved in L 1 and L 2 . By Plancherel's again, and YoungHausdörff inequalities, we have:
So, it is enough to estimate the last term on the right. To this end, we perform again a "high-low" frequency decomposition, as follows:
The first sum can be easily estimated as before by the maximum of the symbol, since N depends only on the periods:
The second sum can be estimated as follows. First, observe that
by construction, so α| k| 4 ≥ | k| 2 for some 0 < α < 1, depending on the periods, hence σ( k) > (1 − α)| k| 4 . Then:
Therefore, putting together these estimates, we obtain:
Combining (20) , (21) , and (22) , and using the semigroup property, we finally have:
Observe that this estimate implies that e tL as a map from L 1 intoḢ s is locally integrable in time as long as 0 < s < 3.
In the next section, we apply the operator bounds on e −tL componentwise on u.
4.2.
The contraction mapping argument. We introduce a Banach space adapted to the non-linear map T obtained via the Duhamel's formula and we will apply Banach contraction mapping to a suitable ball in this space.
In the remainder of this section, we fix 1 ≤ s < 5/3, and we choose an arbitrary initial data u 0 ∈ L 2 . recall that T = T u 0 even if we do not explicitly show this dependence.
Given 0 < T ≤ ∞, , we define the space:
which is a Banach space equipped with the norm:
We will prove the following bound:
with an explicit dependence of the constant C on T . We observe that, thanks to (23), u = e −tL u 0 ∈ X T for any 0 < T < ∞. Then, since T is a quadratic map and e −tL is strongly continuous on H s for any s, establishing a bound of this type proves that T : X T → X T and that T is locally Lipschitz in X T . Since ∇ and L commute as Fourier multipliers on the torus, we write:
We first bound the norm in L ∞ ((0, T ); L 2 ), which is simply done using (23) with s = 1, Minkowski's inequality for integrals, and Hölder's inequality:
By using that e t and t 1 2 + t are strictly increasing, it follows:
We next tackle the estimate inḢ s . Thanks to (19) , we need to bound, for 0 < t < T :
We use (21) , and continue as follows:
where we used thatḢ s ∩ L 2 is an algebra for s > 1 (see e.g. [23] ), and (21) with r = 0. A similar estimate can be obtained if s = 1, using instead Leibniz formula and (23). Next, we estimate the integral in τ on the last line above. To do so, we consider different cases, depending on whether t and/or τ are less or greater than one. Combining these different cases, we have the following estimate:
where C can be estimated more explicitly (in terms of the Gamma function), but it is not needed for our purposes. Therefore:
using that all exponents are positive if s < 5/3. Combining (25) and (26), we finally obtain:
We next show that T maps a ball in X T to a ball in X T , the size of which depends on the size of the initial data. We letC denote the largest among all the constants appearing in the operator estimates and the Lipschitz estimate on T in X T . We stress that this constant depends only on L 1 , L 2 and s.
We let M = u 0 L 2 . Then, from (21) it follows that
where h(T ) := e T max 1, T s 4 . Assume now that u ∈ B(0, M ), where M satisfies this bound. Choosing v = 0 in (27), we have:
It is easy to see then that T (u) ∈ B(0, M ) if T is small enough; in fact, more precisely if:
and M is taken in the range:
, which automatically gives (28). This condition also implies that T is a contraction in B(0, M ), since M satisfies M >C g(T )M 2 . When 0 < T ≤ 1, the condition on ∆ reduces to:
, with the familiar inverse dependence of the time of existence on the size of the initial data.
Applying Banach Contraction Mapping Theorem yields then a unique fixed point of the map T in B(0, M ). This fixed point is in fact the only fixed point in X T , since if there is another fixed point
The proof of Theorem 8 is complete.
Since u ∈ H s , 1 ≤ s < 5/3, on any interval of the form [δ, T ), δ > 0, we can bootstrap the regularity and conclude that for a short time u ∈ H r , ∀r > 0, but the time of existence in H s may become progressively shorter. Indeed, since H s is an algebra, one can repeat the proof of Theorem 8 starting with initial data in H s to gain regularity for t > 0. In fact, existence and uniqueness can be more directly obtained by ODE methods in Banach spaces if u 0 ∈ H r , r > 2, since then the non-linear term in 2DKS is bounded in H r for u ∈ H r .
No growing modes: global existence for small data in L 2
In this section, we give another existence proof of global-in-time existence of a mild solution for small data when there are no growing modes. The data is taken small in L 2 (T 2 ) and with zero average. This last condition is needed to ensure the validity of Poincaré's inequality on the torus and ensures that the L 2 norm of the solution decays in time.
Global existence in L 2 for small data complements the result in the Wiener algebra. While it is true that B 0 ⊂ L 2 on the torus, no zero-average condition on the initial data is needed in B 0 , and the proof yields a radius of analyticity that grows linearly for all time, while for L 2 data we can only establish initial growth of order t 1/4 (see Section 6 below).
We reinstate the hypothesis that the periods L 1 , L 2 ∈ (0, 2π) to avoid the existence of growing modes for the linear part of the equation. Under this condition, following the notation of Section 4, |k| > 1 and infk ∈Z 2 \{0} σ(k) > 0. Hence the operator estimates on e −tL are modified as follows:
where C depends on the periods, s and r, but not on t nor on f .
We will prove existence of a mild solution using an adapted space and again the Contraction Mapping Theorem for small enough initial data with zero average. This condition is preserved under the forward evolution in 2DKS, at least for strong solutions.
, and let u be a strong solution of 2DKS on (0, T ) with initial data u 0 . If u 0 has average zero over the torus, then u(t) has average zero over the torus for all t > 0.
Proof. Since u is a strong solution the equation is satisfied pointwise and all terms are integrable in space over the torus T 2 and in time over (0, T ). Consequently:
where we used that, by the divergence theorem and periodicity,
Next, we note that, by periodicity again, integrating in each variable separately,´L 2 0´L 1 0 ∂ x |u| 2 (x, y, t) dx dy = 0 and similarly for the y-derivative so that:
Above we have used that u is a strong solution and hence it is continuous on T 2 .
For notational convenience we will denote the subspace of functions in L 2 with zero average as:
By Poincaré's inequality, if a function f has average zero over the torus,
We next introduce the adapted space for the contraction mapping: (33)
with norm
By Lemma 9, T (u) has average zero if u does, where T u 0 = T is again the non-linear map in Duhamel's representation. We will also need the following elementary result.
Lemma 10. Let α, β, γ be given non-negative numbers. If α < 1 and α + β = 1, and 0 < β + γ < 1, then there exists a positive constant C such thatˆt
where C may depend on α, β, γ, but is independent of t ∈ [0, ∞).
The Lemma is easilty proved by making the change of variable τ /t = θ. Proof. Let u 0 ∈L 2 (T 2 ) be fixed. We first show that T : X ∞ → X ∞ continuously. Throughout the proof, we employ the standard shorthand notation to denote ≤ C with C > 0 that is independent of u 0 , u, and t. We decompose the map T in its linear part, e −tL u 0 , which we call the trend as it is dominant for t small for a mild solution, and the non-linear part,´t 0 e −(t−τ )L ∇(|u(τ )| 2 /2) dτ , which we call the fluctuation.
From (30)-(31)
, it follows immediately that the trend belongs to X ∞ . We next bound the fluctuation. We begin by considering the L 2 norm:
where we have used (32) with s = 1, Poincaré's inequality, and Lemma 10 with α = 1/2, β = 1/2, and γ = 0. We now estimate theḢ 1 norm of the fluctuation, that is the L 2 norm of the gradient, in a similar fashion:
where again we have used (32) with s = 2, Poincaré's inequality, and Lemma 10 with α = 3/4, β = 1/4, and γ = 1/4.
Combining (34) with (35) yields:
, for some constant A > 0, depending on L 1 , and L 2 only. This bound also implies a Lipschitz estimate on T in X ∞ :
where we have proceeded as in (34)-(35) for the last inequality and A is the constant in (36).
We setM := u 0 L 2 , and consider T as a map on the ball B(0, M ) ⊂ X ∞ with M to be determined later. From the estimates above on T , we have that T : B(0, M ) → B(0, M ) if CM + AM 2 < M , which can be arranged by choosing, for instance, M = 2CM andM < 1 4AC . Under this condition onM , T is also automatically a contraction on B(0, M ), since
Then, by the Contraction Mapping Theorem, there is a unique fixed point u of the map T in B(0, M ). by a standard continuation argument, the solution is unique in X ∞ .
6. The general case: The radius of analyticity
In this section, we study the analyticity of mild solutions of 2DKS for t > 0, and obtain an lower bound for the radius of analyticity as a function of time and the L 2 -norm of the initial data.
We recall from Section 2 that the mild solution with initial data in the Wiener algebra extends as an analytic function on a strip of width growing linearly in time (Remark 3).
For the general case, we follow the approach in [11] , which treats the 1DKS equation in R with L ∞ data and the Navier-Stokes equations. Our proof is very similar, except that we do not restrict to short time and take the exponential growth of the linear part into consideration. As remarked in [11] , this approach lends itself well to study the dependence on other L p norms, but we do not pursue this extension here.
Analyticity for the 2DKS has also been studied using Gevrey classes [5] and growth of higher Sobolev norms [21] (see also [12] for a spectral approach to related models).
We henceforth fix an initial data u 0 ∈ L 2 (T 2 ), with average zero, where again no assumptions are made on the periods L 1 and L 2 , and a time 0 < T < ∞ to be determined later. We will denote the point (x, y) ∈ R 2 or T 2 also by x for notational convenience
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 12. Let u 0 ∈ L 2 (T 2 ) with zero average. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of u 0 such that, if 0 < T < ∞ satisfies
, then there exists a unique mild solution u of 2DKS on [0, T ) with initial data u 0 such that u at time t ∈ (0, T ) extends as an analytic function in the strip
and satisfies the bound
We begin by constructing a suitable regular Picard iteration that will be shown to converge to a mild solution of 2DKS. To this effect, for n ∈ N, let u (n) denote the unique (strong) solution of the following problem:
where u (n) is built recursively from u (0) ≡ 0 and L is again the operator
) for any T by standard ODE theory in Banach spaces, and it is an analytic function for 0 < t < T , given that L generates an analytic semigroup (not of contractions) in L 2 (T 2 ) on functions with average zero. This can be inferred from the smoothing properties of e −tL or directly from the symbol of the operator e −tL for t > 0. In particular, u (n) can be extended to an entire function u (n) (x, y, t) + i v (n) (x, y, t) on R 4 ≡ C 2 that is periodic in x for each 0 < t < T . This function therefore satisfies an analog equation to (38). Writing separately the equation for its real and imaginary parts, we obtain a hierarchy of coupled linear systems for u (n) and v (n) :
supplemented by the initial conditions u (n) (x, y, 0) = u 0 (x) and v (n) (x, y, 0) = 0. We will show that the sequence {u (n) + i v (n) } of entire functions so constructed is uniformly bounded in L ∞ ([0, T ), L 2 (T 2 )) provided T is sufficiently small, and deduce from this uniform bound that this sequence and all its derivatives form a Cauchy sequence in L ∞ ([0, T ), L 2 (T 2 )), therefore converging to an analytic function, which must be a classical solution of 2DKS.
To determine the strip in C 2 where these uniform bounds hold, we introduce the auxiliary functions:
where α ∈ R 2 is a vector parameter, x ∈ T 2 , 0 ≤ t < T . Note that U (n) (x, 0, t) = u (n) (x, t) and V (n) (x, 0, t) = 0. From the Cauchy-Riemann equations, which are satisfied coordinate-wise by the functions u (n) + i v (n) , one obtains the following coupled system for U (n) and V (n) : 
We will employ the above system and the operator estimates derived in Section 4 to obtain uniform bounds in n on U (n) and V (n) . More specifically, we utilize (21) with s = 1 and r = 0 and (23) with s = 1 to derive the following:
As in Section 4, we letM := u 0 L 2 (T 2 ) . Let g(T ) again be the function introduced in (27), where we take s = 1. Assume now that, given T , α satisfies
.
Then we can absorb all terms at level n on the left-hand side in (42), giving:
By induction on n, it follows that
where the functiong is given by:
g(t) = eLemma 13. Let 0 < T < ∞ satisfy condition (44) and let |y| ≤ T 2C g(T )
Then, for all n ∈ N:
From the Lemma it follows that there existsū ∈ L 2 (T 2 ) such that u (n) (·, 0, t) converges toū in L 2 (T 2 ) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T andū is a mild solution of 2DKS. In fact, using (45) in (39) with α = 0 gives:
with 0 <C < 1, and then we can apply the Contraction Mapping theorem.
Next we show thatū is in fact a classical solution. To do so, following [11] , we call D the set of all points (x, y, t), such that t ∈ (0, T ), where T satisfies (44), x ∈ R 2 , and |y| = |α|t with α satisfying (43). We observe that, for fixed t ∈ (0, T ), the set D t := {(x, y) ∈ C 2 ; (x, y, t) ∈ D} is open in C 2 . Then, one derives from (45) the following estimate on the sequence {u (n) }:
(46) sup 0<t<Tˆ|y|<|α|tˆT 2 |u (n) (x, y, t)| 2 dy dy ≤ M ′ , ∀n ∈ N, for some constant M ′ , which depends on T , but not on n. Since u (n) is holomorphic in (x, y) ∈ D t for each 0 < t < T , the family {u (n) } is locally uniformly bounded there, and hence it is a normal family by Montel's Theorem in several complex variables. This means that every derivative of u (n) in x and y are also uniformly bounded in n on compact subsets of D. Then, from (39), we also conclude that all time deriatives of u (n) are uniformly bounded in n on the same sets. Therefore, by a diagonal argument, there exists u, v ∈ C ∞ (D) and a subsequence {u (n k ) , v (n k ) )} such that
for every index γ and multi-index β, uniformly on compact subsets of D, by a diagonal argument. We remark that since u (n) is periodic in x, u is periodic as well and, hence it can be identified with a function on T 2 for fixed y, t. Furthermore, u satisfies the same bound as in (45) by lower semicontinuity. By uniqueness of the limit, then,ū ≡ u in C ∞ (D), and henceū is a classical solution of 2DKS on (0, T ) in view of the "weak=strong" uniqueness, which holds for the equation by standard results on mild solutions (see e.g. [19] ). Lastly,ū is analytic in D, and in factū(x, y, t)) + iv(x, y, t) is the analytic extension ofū(x, y, t) to the strip |y| < |α|t in C 2 .
As already observed in [21] , the size of the L 2 norm controls the growth of higher Sobolev norm leading to a continuation/blow up criterion for 2DKS. Proof. Since (47) holds, there exists a constant 0 < M < ∞ such that for any 0 < t < T , u(t) L 2 (T 2 ) < M . Fix an arbitrary δ > 0 small and consider 0 < t 0 < 1 to be a time that satisfies
Note that t 0 is independent of δ. Then, by Theorem 12, there exists a mild solutionũ(τ ) to 2DKS on [0, t 0 ) with initial data u(T − δ), which is classical on (0, t 0 ). The followinḡ u(t) := ū(t) ≡ u(t), 0 ≤ t < T − δ, u(t) ≡ũ(τ ), t = (T − δ) + τ, 0 ≤ τ < t 0 , is a mild solution to 2DKS with initial data u 0 and, hence, by uniqueness of mild solutions,ū coincides with u on [0, T − δ). It is now enough to take t 0 > δ to conclude.
